
Breathe Easy - Stay Clean With EquiClear™

Provides a 
safer, cleaner 
environment

What Is EquiClear™?
EquiClear is a safe, eco-friendly solution for arena dust control on existing 
footings. EquiClear is an organic, nature-friendly clear liquid that lasts up to 
one year per application. EquiClear provides a safer, cleaner environment for 
horses, riders, trainers, spectators, and all others associated with equine care 
and support.

Why Use EquiClear™?
EquiClear extends the life of existing arena footing and helps stabilize 
materials for improved consistency. EquiClear provides a clean, pristine 
arena environment for a safe, comfortable, and enjoyable riding experience 
for both horse and rider. Your arena, clothing, horses, tack, and surrounding 
areas will stay cleaner with EquiClear. EquiClear eliminates the need for 
watering, resulting in significant savings and reduced inconvenience. Your 
arena will remain cleaner and more consistent from morning until evening.

EquiClear can be used indoors or outdoors and will not wash away with rain.

EquiClear™ Features
- Safe for animals & humans - Nature Friendly, Non-Toxic 
- Significantly reduces health risks - Lasts up to one year per application 
- Non-sticky, Non-slippery - Will not freeze 
- Easy to apply - Cost effective 
- Does not contain chlorides

A Multipurpose Dust Suppressant
- Indoor & Outdoor Riding Arenas - Shed Rows 
- Show Arenas - Training Areas 
- Round Pens & Walkers - Parking Areas

EquiClear.net



Application
EquiClear is easy to apply. EquiClear is spray-applied using simple spray equipment. Typically, any 
equipment capable of spraying water can be used to spray EquiClear. Simply spray the recommended 
amount on arena the surface and allow it to soak in. You are then ready to ride. The initial application 
of EquiClear will typically last up to one year. Additional applications require only 25-30% of the amount 
of material that was used on the initial application for the same longevity. 

Consider EquiClear a dust control program that uses less and less material for each application. With 
periodic touch ups, EquiClear is designed for lasting dust control throughout the life of the footing 
materials.

Approximate Coverage Rates

IMPORTANT 
EquiClear is not recommended for arenas or other areas consisting of tilled-up or existing dirt. EquiClear is 
specifically designed for arenas with a firm compacted base and a separate layer of loose footing material 
consisting of sand, sand/clay blend,  stone dust, or other designated footing material deemed compatible by 
EquiClear laboratories.

The dangers associated with fugitive dust have been well documented. A dusty arena can lead to 
irreparable lung damage and disease in humans and animals. EquiClear is designed to reduce or 
eliminate the health risks associated with dust and other airborne particles.

Packaging
Available container sizes: 
5 Gallon Pails, 55 Gallon Drums, 275 Gallon Totes, Bulk Tankers
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Footing Depth EquiClear Coverage Rate Footing Depth EquiClear Coverage Rate

One inch 36 sq. ft. per gallon Four inches 9 sq. ft per gallon

Two inches 18 sq. ft. per gallon Five inches 7.2 sq. ft. per gallon

Three inches 12 sq. ft. per gallon Six inches 6 sq. ft. per gallon

The above coverage rates are for a typical application. There are many factors that affect typical coverage 
rates such as clay content, rubber and fiber content, or extremely absorptive soils. If desired, application 
over a small test area will provide a more accurate coverage rate.


